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Legal Mechanisms of the ESS Databridge Services and Users Agreement 

 

 

 The issues 

 

1. In English law, there are remarkable few impediments to ecommerce in general.  Indeed this 

is obvious from the manner in which ecommerce has flourished in the last ten years or so 

without any particular statutory framework or encouragement.  It is true that the Electronic 

Communications Act 2000 provided some assistance in according legal recognition to 

electronic signatures.  But as in English law neither paper nor signature is required for a 

simple contract, so contracts and other transactions carried out electronically have generally 

met with little resistance.   

2. Thus in relation to the receipt function of a bill of lading, and indeed of a waybill, no 

particular problems exist, as a receipt may be issued electronically, and whether signed or 

unsigned, will have the necessary evidential and representational functions if by 

surrounding correspondence or other evidence it can be shown to have emanated from the 

carrier or other bailee.   

3. Similarly, the Contract of Carriage function as between the original parties to the contract of 

carriage of goods by sea does not pose any particular problems for the use of electronic 

commerce.  If for example Carrier and Shipper agree in an exchange of emails to enter into 

a contract of carriage on the Carrier's standard terms, that may be accomplished 

electronically without the use of paper, the use of signatures, or the use of any particular IT 

environment.  Any two email accounts would be perfectly adequate.   

4. In what follows, the discussion will concentrate on the challenges posed by creating an 

electronic equivalent of the negotiable bill of lading.  It should be remembered that some of 

the difficulties may also arise in relation to classic waybills, and in relation to straight bills 

of lading which are classified as waybills by COGSA 92, but as bills of lading for certain 

other purposes.  The focus on the negotiable bill is partly for simplicity and partly on the 

theory that if one can solve the problems in a negotiable bill, the problems posed by the 

other two instruments are also soluble. 

5. The negotiable bill of lading therefore creates challenges in two areas for electronic 

commerce: 

(a) The transfer of contractual rights from the original party to the Contract of Carriage 

to subsequent parties including, hopefully, the ultimate receiver of the goods; and 

(b) The document of title functions. 

6. The document of title functions should further be sub-divided into two distinct meanings of 

the expression "document of title":  
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(i) The common law sense in which transfer of a document acts to transfer constructive 

possession of the goods to which it relates. 

(ii) The sense in which a document entitles the holder thereof to delivery of the goods, 

with the corollary that the Carrier is obliged to deliver the goods only to the person 

holding the document of title: as recognised in The Rafaela S [2005] UKHL 11. 

 

 

Applicability of existing legislation? 

7. A very bold and very simple solution to the problem of transferring contractual rights would 

be to argue that an electronic transport document with the necessary features could qualify 

as a bill of lading within the 1992 Act.  But the general consensus of the commentators is 

that this does not work, or at the very least, creates serious legal risks.  The points are well 

discussed in Carver on Bills of Lading  8-088, and in part revolved around the thought that 

concepts such as "possession" "holder" and "transfer" seem to require something physical 

which can be held, possessed or transferred.  Thus Carver states "This concept of the 

transfer of possession cannot be applied, except by way of somewhat inexact metaphor, to 

electronic documents; for even if their transmission could be said to give the recipient of the 

electronic document a kind of possession of them, it would not of itself deprive the sender 

of such possession.  The transmission of a paper document, by contrast, not only gives the 

recipient possession of it but necessarily deprives the sender of that possession". 

8. As we shall see, in the right kind of multi-lateral IT environment, an electronic transport 

document can be contrived in such a way that transmission by the sender will deprive that 

sender of a kind of "possession" and by the same act transfer that "possession" to the 

recipient.  However, the weight of opinion seems to be against the extension of the Act in 

this manner.  For example the Law Commission paper on Electronic Commerce (Formal 

Requirements and Electronic Transactions), December 2001, paragraph 4.7 states that 

electronic bills of lading are not true equivalents to paper bills of lading and that it is more 

accurate to refer to them as electronic contracts for carriage.   

9. There is a further line of argument based on the provision in Section 1(5) of the 1992 Act 

under which the Secretary of State may make regulations for the application of the Act to 

cases where information technology systems are used to effect transactions "corresponding 

to the issue of a document, endorsements, delivery or other transfer of such a document or 

the doing of anything else in relation to such a document".  The argument goes, not 

implausibly that if the Act had been intended to apply to electronic equivalents in the first 

place, Section 1(5) would be redundant.   

10. There is a further consideration that, even if it were the case that English law took a broad 

and indulgent view the application of old principles to new commercial techniques, any 
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solution should be robust in the sense that it should not be over sensitive to the question of 

which proper law will be applied to it in the future. 

Applicability of the common law as to transfer of constructive possession? 

11. There are also difficulties in relation to the document of title function.  As is well known the 

common law produced its own innovation so as to create the document of title function. In 

Lickbarrow v. Mason (1787) 2 Term Rep. 63 the Court recognised the Custom of Merchants 

whereby transfer of a bill of lading was effective to transfer constructive possession of the 

goods to which the bill of lading related.  Again a bold but risky solution would simply be 

to assert that the Custom of Merchants can be applied mutatis mutandis  to an electronic 

equivalent to the Bill of Lading.  But there are difficulties with this.  First, Lickbarrow v. 

Mason itself clearly did not consider any custom relating to electronic documents.  Second, 

whilst the merchants of the eighteenth century seem to have been content to develop 

customs over a period of time without secure legal underpinnings, today's merchants are not 

so content, and so there is little likelihood that a "certain and notorious" custom would 

develop spontaneously to the effect that electronic equivalents of the Bill of Lading were 

capable of passing constructive possession.  Third, the view of the commentators and of the 

Law Commission (Company Security Interests Law Comm. 176 (2004) para 3.20) is to the 

effect that "Documents of title are limited to paper documents".   

Possible legislative solutions? 

12. In the face of these objections there are two possible angles for development.  The first 

would be a general legislative solution.  This is advocated by Carver, 8-089.  To some 

extent, such a solution is emerging in the Rotterdam Rules.  Ideally, any legislative solution 

would be international in character.  One of the interesting features of the Rotterdam Rules 

is the way in which it has broadened the scope of international effort in the field of carriage 

of goods by sea.  The previous conventions had espoused the more limited aim of setting 

minimal standards in relation to the substantive terms of contracts for carriage of goods by 

sea.  The Rotterdam Rules is more ambitious in scope, aiming to codify a number of other 

aspects of carriage of goods by sea into which uniformity could usefully be introduced. 

13. It is probably fair to say that a comprehensive legislative solution is some time off.  The 

Rotterdam Rules contains only the beginning of such a solution, and is in itself a 

considerable distance from entering into force.  There is also likely to be a diminished 

appetite for a further round of attempted international codification if the Rotterdam Rules 

do not find in favour with the international marketplace.   

Solution by multilateral contract 

14. The second avenue to explore is a solution by multilateral private contract, and this has been 

the approach both of BOLERO and ESSDOCS.  It should be pointed out that even with a 

solid legislative framework, there is likely to be a need for multilateral private contract 

because all of the potential users are likely to need to be "signed up" to the same IT 

arrangements in order to create a system in which there is a controlled and secure 
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environment so that electronic bill of lading transactions can be carried out with confidence; 

and this is regardless of the precise details of the systems concerned.  The multilateral 

contract type solution which we are looking at in ESSDOCS is not to be regarded as an 

alternative to a solution by legislation but rather as paving the way for legislation both by 

working out the legal and technical principles and by demonstrating a real appetite in the 

market for electronic bills of lading such as might motivate legislators to lend us their 

assistance.   

Deeming EBLs to be "bills of lading" within COGSA 92? 

15. Before we turn to the details of the DSUA techniques, it is interesting to examine two 

particular roads that were not taken. The first is the simple expedient of a multilateral 

contract which provides that the electronic bill of lading created within its system is deemed 

as between the parties to be a bill of lading under COGSA 92, and the statutory concepts of 

"holder", "issue", "indorsement" and so on are likewise given deemed equivalents within the 

multilateral system. There may be a number of different objections to this approach, but the 

key objection seems to be that the transfer of rights which such an approach would hope to 

effect would amount to an assignment of a chose in action which failed to comply with the 

formalities of s. 136 of the Law of Property Act 1925, and in fact also, unless a mechanism 

of notice to the debtor – i.e. the Carrier, being the promisor- was grafted onto the basic 

concept, would fail to take effect in equity either. One might attempt to meet this objection 

by providing for a mechanism of notice to the Carrier. However, this exposes the essential 

flaw in the concept: COGSA 92 achieves its effect by taking the transfer of rights wholly 

outside of the ordinary landscape of law and equity. But it is able to do this because it is a 

statute. If it is reduced to the level of a set of contractual terms, it starts to run up against the 

features of the general legal landscape – and the result is likely to be a mess, as the 

following two points will illustrate. 

16. Once the basic concept shifts towards assignment, additional problems emerge, which are 

well discussed in Carver 5-004. First, assignment takes effect subject to equities, which in 

this context means that the assignee is subject to the same defences as would have been 

available against the assignor. This undermines the autonomy, or rather, self-containment, 

of the bill of lading contract; the rule in Leduc v Ward being that the transferor of a bill of 

lading in good faith is concerned only with the terms of the bill itself and not bound by any 

extrinsic arrangements between the original parties to the contract, typically the shipper and 

the carrier. The autonomy of the bill is a key commercial feature which any viable solution 

needs to preserve. 

17. Further, assignment deals only with transfer of benefits, not of burdens. The transfer of 

burdens under a system rooted in assignment is quite impossible.  

Use of the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999? 

18. Turning briefly to the second road not travelled, this is of interest in part because it was not 

available to the draftsmen of BOLERO – the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999. 

The 1999 Act creates a broad statutory inroad into the doctrine of privity of contract. By 
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s.6(5) it does not apply to certain contracts for the carriage of goods by sea, including those 

contained or evidenced in a bill of lading. But if it is accepted that a electronic "bill of 

lading" is not a bill of lading, could one not make a virtue of this apparent defect and use 

the 1999 Act? 

19. Putting aside the possibility that s. 6(5) could conceivably be construed as excluding 

electronic bills of lading from the 1999 Act anyway, there are several objections to this 

approach. First, s. 1(2) of the Act requires the third party beneficiary to be identified in the 

contract by name, as a member of a class, or by particular description. In the case of a 

negotiable bill, the class or description would have to be something like "anyone to whom 

the bill may be indorsed", which sounds a little too broad to be effective. But if this was 

effective,  then the conferral of rights might turn out to be an embarrassment, in the event 

that the shipper wished to exercise his right to redirect the goods in certain circumstances: 

this would be of particular concern for the electronic equivalents of straight bills of lading 

and waybills. Furthermore, as with assignment, the 1999 Act is concerned with conferring 

benefits, not burdens: a separate solution would be needed to cater for the burdens. There is 

a final political consideration, which is that the ultimate aim ought to be to integrate the law 

of paper and electronic bills, rather than driving them in opposite directions, as one might 

do by operating under 1999 Act.  

Key concepts in the Databridge Services and Users Agreement 

20. Having laid these techniques to one side, we turn to the DSUA. Some the key concepts in 

the DSUA environment are encapsulated in the following definitions: 

"Document Log" means the log identifying all actions performed by a User Representative 

and/or, if applicable, a Delegate on an eDoc from the time it is created. 

"Electronic Record" means an electronic Transport Document issued via the ESS-

DatabridgeTM.  An Electronic Record is a type of eDoc and can be Negotiable or Non-

Negotiable. 

"Electronic Signature" means data attached to or logically associated with an eDoc and 

executed or adopted by a User Representative or Delegate when Signing such eDoc in order 

to identify that User Representative or Delegate and to indicate that User Representative's or 

Delegate's authentication of the eDoc. 

"Holder" means, in relation to an eDoc, the User with the Right of Control over such eDoc 

from time to time. 

"Negotiable" means an Electronic Record which either does not identify the Consignee or 

which indicates, by wording such as 'to order' or 'negotiable' or other appropriate wording 

recognized as having the same effect by the law governing that electronic Record, that the 

goods have been consigned to the order of the Shipper or Holder, and which is not explicitly 

marked as 'non-negotiable' or 'not negotiable'. 
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"Non-Negotiable" means an electronic Record which is either marked as 'non-negotiable' or 

'not negotiable', or which designates a Consignee to take delivery of the goods without 

adding the words 'to order' or words of similar effect, or which otherwise does not qualify as 

a Negotiable Electronic Record. 

"Trade Log" means the log identifying each occasion on which an Electronic Record is 

Transferred to a To Order Holder or a Consignee Holder. 

"Transport Document" means a document issued by or on behalf of a Carrier which 

contains or evidences a Contract of Carriage and which constitutes a receipt for goods 

loaded or received for shipment pursuant to that Contract of Carriage. 

Right of Control: T&C 6.3:  The Right of Control means, with respect to an eDoc, having 

the right to: (i) Transfer an eDoc or Document Set within the ESS-DatabridgeTM to another 

User who thereby becomes the new Holder of such eDoc or Document Set; (ii) request the 

Issuer or Signatory to amend or Convert to Paper such eDoc; (iii) in the case of an 

Electronic Record, Produce such Electronic Record; and (iv) give any instructions or make 

any demand that, in the case of an Electronic Record, the lawful holder of an equivalent 

paper Transport Document could give or make or, in the case of a Peripheral eDoc, that the 

lawful holder of an equivalent paper document could give or make.  Subject to the 

following provisions of this T&C 6.3, the Holder of an eDoc shall have the Right of Control 

of that eDoc.  Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, in the event that, by reason 

of mistake or otherwise, an eDoc is Transferred by a User (the "Sender") to a User who is 

not intended, or not lawfully entitled, to receive it (the "Receiving User"), wuch Receiving 

User shall not be entitled to exercise the Right of Control, but shall be subject to a duty to 

Return the eDoc to the Sender in accordance with the terms of T&C 6.4 (Mistaken Delivery 

Procedure). 

Transfer of an eDoc (6.5):  Transfer of an eDoc shall be effected when a User irrevocably 

elects to pass the Right of Control over such eDoc to another User. References to 

"Transfer" of an eDoc shall be construed accordingly. For the avoidance of doubt, an 

Electronic Record may continue to be Transferred after the goods to which it relates have 

been discharged and/or delivered, until the Electronic Record is Produced. 

Transfer of the Right of Control (6.6): The Transfer of an eDoc shall, subject to T&C 6.4 

(Mistaken Delivery Procedure), transfer the Right of Control from the previous Holder to 

the new Holder, and "Transfer" of the Right of Control shall be construed accordingly. 

Immediately upon Transfer of the eDoc to a new Holder, the Transferor loses the Right of 

Control.   

Identity of Holder (6.7):  Immediately upon the Transfer of an eDoc, the Transferor shall 

cease to be registered as Holder of such eDoc in the Database and the Transferee shall be so 

registered.  

21. As will be apparent from the above, Electronic Records may be Negotiable or Non-

negotiable; and the Negotiable variety may be "To Order" or "Bearer" Records, all of which 
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terms are given autonomous definitions which nevertheless mirror the equivalent concepts 

in the "paper world". 

22. The set-up of the system is such that there can only be one Holder, with the Right of 

Control, at any one time, and so that the Transfer of an Electronic Record acts so as divest 

the previous Holder of the Right of Control and at the same time endow the transferee-

Holder with that Right: thus answering the question posed by Carver, described in 

paragraph 7 above. In the terminology of another learned contributor to this field, the 

ESSDOCS system achieves "singularity"
1. 

Attornment and novation 

23. In order to make these concepts and faculties of the ESS-Databridge effective, a legal 

framework is required. At the heart of the DSUA system are two techniques, also used by 

BOLERO, which are: 

(a) Novation, which is used to transfer contractual rights and liabilities 

(b) Attornment, which is used to transfer constructive possession. 

24. The terms on which the various novations occur are elaborated in the DSUA using concepts 

and terminology drawn from COGSA 92 so as to create a precise functional equivalence.  

Transfer of contractual rights 

25. Transfer of rights is dealt with in T&C 8.3.1 which provides as follows:  

Rights under an Electronic Record 

"8.3.1 Subject to the following provisions of T&Cs 8.3 to 8.8, where a User becomes the 

Holder of an Electronic Record as a result of a Transfer to that User of the Right of Control 

over such Electronic Record, automatically upon such Transfer the contractual relations 

between the parties shall be novated as follows: 

(a) the new Holder shall acquire by way of novation all rights of suit on the 

terms of the Contract of Carriage contained in or evidenced by the Electronic 

Record or, in the case of an Electronic Record Issued to a Head Charterer as 

Shipper, on the terms of Contract of Carriage which would have been 

contained in or evidenced by the said electronic Record had the Shipper not 

been a Head Charterer; 

(b) In the case of a Negotiable Electronic Record, all rights under the Contract of 

Carriage contained in or evidenced by the Electronic Record derived (i) from 

a User being the Shipper under that Contract of Carriage; and (ii) from the 

previous operation of this T&C  8.3.1, shall be extinguished. 

                                                      
1 David Martin-Clark "Electronic Documents and the Rotterdam Rules" in Rhidian-Thomas (Ed) The Carriage of Goods Under the 

Rotterdam Rules LLP (2010) pp.283-294. An informative discussion. 
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(c) For the avoidance of doubt, in the case of a Non-Negotiable Electronic Record, 

subject to  the terms of the contract contained in or evidenced by such electronic 

Record, the rights of  the Shipper derived from being a party to the Electronic Record shall 

not be extinguished by  Transfer." 

26. It will be seen that the text does not refer to the "transfer" of rights in terms, but to the 

contract (of carriage) being "novated as follows". The intention is twofold: to steer clear of 

any suggestion of assignment, and to ensure that the contract of carriage retains its 

autonomy from the DSUA itself. Cargo claims, in other words, should be brought under the 

contract of carriage,  not under the DSUA.  

27. In relation to BOLERO, it has been debated whether the novation technique might be open 

to the objection that there is no consideration: Malcolm Clarke A Black Letter Lawyer Looks 

at Bolero  [1999] LMCLQ 69. The writer drew upon a number of commercial examples in 

which a promise, as it were, enmeshed in a system of rights and duties which had proved 

commercially convenient to all participants, was regarded as supported by consideration, 

albeit it was difficult to point precisely to a reciprocal benefit given on each occasion. 

Striking examples are an underwriters' undertaking to a mortgagee bank 2 and the duty of a 

bank to a seller under a letter of credit3.  Malcolm Clarke also makes reference to the 

willingness of the court to imply a contract from acceptance of delivery, or readiness to 

accept delivery, on the part of the consignee in the Brandt v Liverpool type of case, in 

support of an overall conclusion that the courts would find sufficient consideration for the 

novation method as applied by BOLERO. 

28. In the case of the DSUA no doubt has been cast by the various counsel who have advised, 

on the efficacy of the novation mechanism as set out above. There is also, it is submitted, a 

further reason why the person to whom an Electronic Record is transferred provides 

consideration for the Carrier's undertakings under the contract of carriage, and that is by 

accepting the transfer, and thereby taking the first step towards the potential acquisition of 

liabilities under the contract of carriage, by one of the means set out in DSUA 8.5, which 

are dealt with in detail below. In an exact mirror of COGSA 92, the transfer of an Electronic 

Record creates rights in the transferee but not, immediately, liabilities. Liabilities are 

created, as in COGSA 92, essentially by certain acts which may be called reliance on or 

invocation of the contractual rights. Nonetheless, the acceptance of the transfer (in the sense 

that the Electronic Record is not rejected by Transfer back to the previous Holder) is the 

essential first step in the process, without which the further acts of reliance cannot, or will 

not, come about. Moreover the whole process of acquisition of liabilities of which 

acceptance of the Electronic Record is the first step is of genuine benefit to the Carrier in 

that he wants someone to accept delivery of the goods at the place of delivery, and also 

desires that person to present an Electronic Record, and may further wish to look to that 

                                                      
2 The Good Luck [1990] 1 QB 818; 

3 Malas v British Imex Industries [1958] 2 QB 127.  
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person to perform other obligations under the contract of carriage in relation to freight, 

demurrage and dangerous goods, for example. 

29. There is yet further provision in the DSUA, T&C 8.8 constituting ESS as the agent of the 

Carrier, and if necessary also of other Users for the purpose of effecting the novations under 

discussion and of effecting the attornment which will be discussed below in connection with 

constructive possession. Although this agency is certainly necessary for the purpose of 

attornment, it is probably inessential for the purpose of the novations; it provides a further 

fall-back argument in support of the efficacy of the novations. 

30. On the subject of rejection, the DSUA aims to preserve, in this as in other respects, the 

balance of legal rights under existing contracts; and care has been taken not unwittingly to 

upset this balance. Thus the DSUA provides (T&C 7.9) as follows: 

"Rejection of eDocs  

7.9.1 For the avoidance of doubt, nothing contained in this Agreement shall prejudice, 

enlarge or  reduce the right which a new Holder of an eDoc may have, under any other 

contract,  including but not limited to any contract of sale or letter of credit, and/or as a 

matter of law,  to reject an eDoc.  

7.9.2 In the event of the new Holder having such right to reject an eDoc, the new Holder 

may  exercise that right by Transferring the eDoc back to the User from whom he 

received it." 

Acquisition of contractual liabilities 

31. We turn to the acquisition of liabilities under the contract of carriage, which as 

foreshadowed, is intended to produce precisely the same result as COGSA 92: 

"8.5.1 Where T&C 8.3 (Rights under an Electronic Record) operates in relation to any 

Electronic  Record and the new Holder: 

 

(a) Produces the Electronic Record to the Carrier or the Carrier’s Delegate 

and/or takes  and/or demands delivery from the Carrier of any of the goods to 

which the  Electronic Record relates; or 

(b) makes a claim under the Contract of Carriage contained in or evidenced by 

the  Electronic Record against the Carrier in respect of any of those goods, or 

(c) is a person who, at a time before becoming the Holder of that Electronic 

Record,  took or demanded delivery from the Carrier of any of those goods, 

 the new Holder shall thereupon be deemed to consent to become, and by novation 

shall become, subject to the same liabilities under the Contract of Carriage contained 

in or evidenced by the Electronic Record as if such new Holder had been an original 

party to that Contract of Carriage. 
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 ... 

 

8.5.3 The acquisition of liabilities under a Contract of Carriage contained in or evidenced 

by an Electronic Record pursuant to this T&C 8.5 shall be without prejudice to the 

liabilities under that Contract of Carriage of any User who was an original party to 

such Contract of Carriage." 

 

(8.5.2 relates to Convert to Paper and is omitted for present purposes.) 

32. The novation at this point is a separate albeit related event to the novation described earlier 

in relation to the acquisition of rights. In an important sense however it is the completion of 

the process begun by the earlier novation, and despite the temporal separation, it is 

submitted that, in addition to the rationale outlined by Clarke, discussed at paragraph 26 

above, the earlier promise of the Carrier can realistically be regarded as providing 

consideration for the Holder's consent to be subject to liabilities under the contract of 

carriage. In fact this kind of relationship also seems to be inherent in COGSA 92, in that the 

rights against the carrier acquired by the transferee of a bill of lading can only be exercised 

in such as way as to attract to the transferee liabilities in accordance with s.3 of the Act. 

The passing of constructive possession 

33. We turn to the passing of constructive possession by attornment. Constructive possession is 

in essence the right of a bailor or other party to demand immediate possession of goods 

which are in the actual possession of a bailee, in this instance the Carrier. In the case of a 

bailment outside of the present multilateral contractual structure, the bailee is obliged to 

deliver the goods up only to his bailor, even if the bailor transfers title in the goods to a third 

party. The third party only acquires constructive possession if the bailee agree or 

acknowledges that he now holds the goods as bailee of the third party – such agreement or 

acknowledgement being called attornment. 

34. Constructive possession being a kind of title to goods, as against the bailee, one might have 

thought that in a multilateral environment, if all three parties were to agree that constructive 

possession would be transferred on the occurrence of a particular act (i.e. the transfer of the 

Electronic Record) then it would be so, without the need for any additional consent by way 

of attornment at the time of transfer. The analogy would be with s 17 of the Sale of Goods 

Act under which property will pass when it is intended to pass, and thus can be made 

dependent  on any event which the parties choose to define. However, in the interests of a 

robust and legally conservative solution, this is another road not travelled by the DSUA.  

The relevant provisions of the DSUA are as follows: 

"8.4 Constructive Possession: Where a User becomes the Holder of an Electronic Record 

as a  result of a Transfer to that User of the Right of Control over such Electronic Record: 

8.4.1 Pursuant to the agency granted by T&C 8.8 (Limited Agency), ESS on behalf of the 

Carrier  shall, by sending notice (the "Attornment") via the ESS-Databridge™ or 

otherwise to the  new Holder and in copy to the previous Holder, immediately 
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acknowledge that the Carrier  holds the goods described in the Electronic Record for the 

new Holder and that the new  Holder has the rights referred to in T&C 8.3 (Rights under an 

Electronic Record); 

8.4.2 Upon such Transfer and Attornment the new Holder, provided that he shall not have 

become  the transferee of the Electronic Record in the circumstances described in 

T&C 6.4 above  (Mistaken Delivery Procedure), and provided that the goods to which 

the Electronic Record  relates remain in the possession of the Carrier and/or the Carrier's 

Delegate(s) at the time of  the Transfer, shall acquire constructive possession of the 

goods described in the Electronic  Record." 

 

Delivery 

35. We noted above a second meaning of the term "document of title", as referring to a 

document presentation or production of which was required in order to obtain delivery of 

the goods. Under the DSUA, the Electronic Record must in all cases be Produced to the 

carrier in order to obtain delivery.  However, the relation of Production under the DSUA 

and delivery of the goods is necessarily somewhat different to production and delivery as 

classically envisaged, under which a receiver approaches the vessel and manually hands 

over a bill of lading in return for the cargo. Of course, this naive depiction is also some 

distance from reality in which , if the bill of lading is produced at all (rather than an Letter 

of Indemnity procedure being used), the bill will be produced to an agent, and in the case of 

an oil cargo, the cargo will be delivered some distance away at an oil terminal.  

36. Nevertheless, in order to cater for the different character of electronic Production, the 

DSUA includes additional provision for the identification of the receiver: OP&P 8.2 and 

8.3: 

"8.2 Delivery of the Goods:  Under a Contract of Carriage of goods in respect of which 

an Electronic Record was issued, the Carrier shall only deliver the goods against Production 

of the Electronic Record, and shall against such Production deliver the goods to:  

 

8.2.1 the Consignee Holder, if one is identified in a Non-Negotiable Electronic Record; or  
8.2.2 the To Order Holder or such other person as the To Order Holder may designate 

though the ESS-Databridge™ when the Negotiable Electronic Record is Produced; 
or 

8.2.3 the Bearer Holder identified in the ESS-Databridge™, if a Bearer Record.     
 

8.3 Receiver Identification Procedures:  The receiver identification procedure 
functionality available through the ESS-Databridge™ is outlined below. However, at the 
request of a User, ESS may customize the receiver identification procedures according to 
such User’s internal requirements. 
 

8.3.1 No Identification Necessary:  Where there is no reasonable need to confirm the 
identity of the receiving party (for instance, when that party is a stand-alone oil 
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terminal or where the information required to identify the receiver has been provided 
to the Carrier in the form of delivery orders or similar) then the receiver will be 
automatically identified when the Electronic Record is Produced. 

8.3.2 Other Identification Procedures:  When Producing the Electronic Record, the Holder 
has a duty to nominate a receiver who will take delivery of the goods on behalf of 
the Holder and to give adequate instructions to the Carrier to enable the Carrier to 
identify such receiver. The Carrier may refuse delivery if the Holder fails properly to 
identify the receiver." 

 

Jurisdiction 

37. The philosophy of the DSUA is that it and the contracts of carriage are and remain separate 

contracts, albeit that the DSUA acts as a facilitator of certain incidences of the contract of 

carriage. In pursuit of this, the provision for the resolution of disputes aims only at those 

disputes arising solely out of the DSUA:  

"17.2 Jurisdiction – Non-ESS related Claims:  Any dispute between two or more Users 

arising solely out of, or in connection with, the construction of this Agreement and/or an 

alleged breach of this Agreement shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the High 

Court of Justice in London, England unless each and every User which is a party to any 

such dispute has made an election for New York jurisdiction in accordance with the 

provisions of T&C 17.3.1 below in which case any such dispute shall be subject to the 

jurisdiction provisions set out therein. " 

38. It is possible that a dispute as to the construction of or even breach of the DSUA might 

figure as one of the issues in a claim under a contract of carriage. In that case, the intention 

is for the dispute to be resolved by whatever forum is competent in respect of the contract of 

carriage dispute. 

39. There is separate provision for jurisdiction over disputes between and User and ESS, which 

essentially amounts to a choice made by the User of New York or London, to be exercised 

at the time of contracting; but if not so exercised, London is deemed to have been chosen: 

T&C 17.3. 

P&I Cover 

40. One of the reassuring parts of the history of the DSUA is that is has been subject to intense 

scrutiny, in the first place by a users group with representation from oil majors, and 

secondly by the International Group of P&I Clubs (the IG) – neither of these groups being 

known as unnecessary risk takers. 

41. February 2010 marked a watershed in the attitude of the IG to paperless trading.  Prior to 

that, the risks of paperless trading had been specifically excluded from the Pool Agreement, 

in a wording reflected in individual Club Rules by the following wording (taken from the 

UK Club Rules 2009): 
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"Paperless Trading Endorsement 

There shall be no recovery from the Association in respect of liabilities, losses, costs and 

expenses arising from the use of any electronic trading system, other than an electronic 

trading system approved by the Managers in writing, to the extent that such liabilities, 

losses, costs and expenses would not (save insofar as the Association in its sole discretion 

otherwise determines) have arisen under a paper trading system. 

For the purposes of this paragraph,(a) an electronic trading system is any system which 

replaces or is intended to replace paper documents used for the sale of goods and/or their 

carriage by sea or partly by sea and other means of transport and which:(i) are documents of 

title, or(ii) entitle the holder to delivery or possession of the goods referred to in such 

documents, or (iii)evidence a contract of carriage under which the rights and obligations of 

either of the contracting parties may be transferred to a third party. (b) a “document” shall 

mean anything in which information of any description is recorded including, but not 

limited to, computer or other electronically generated information." 

42. By way of mitigation, as it were, the IG maintained a market insurance outside of the Pool 

and the Pool reinsurance programme, which provided a limited ($50 million) cover for 

certain P&I liabilities excluded from normal Club cover by the Paperless Trading 

Endorsement.. This cover was available for BOLERO initially, and subsequently for 

ESSDOCS, upon declaration to the Managers.  

43. From February 2010,  liabilities arising from paperless trading were included within the 

scope of normal,  i.e. pooled and reinsured, Club cover, provided that the systems 

concerned had been approved by the IG. Two are currently approved: BOLERO and 

ESSDOCS.  It should however be borne in mind that not all risks which might arise from 

such electronic trading are covered by P&I. First, the traditional exclusions from P&I cover, 

such as failure to contract on terms no less favourable than the Hague-Visby Rules, or 

delivery without production of the relevant document, would continue to apply. The IG also 

pointed out, as stated in the UK Club Circular of September 2010, that  certain liabilities 

which might accrue under a multilateral contract would not be within the scope of P&I: 

"Members should also be aware that participation in an electronic trading system may 

expose them to certain liabilities which are not of a traditional P&I nature. These may arise 

through shipowners or charterers who wish to participate in either the ESS or Bolero 

systems being required to be party to particular contractual arrangements under which they 

assume obligations necessary for the system to operate. Examples of such liabilities may be 

for breach of confidentiality undertakings or of obligations to maintain computer links. 

Members should be aware that, in so far as such risks are not of a traditional P&I nature, 

other insurance arrangements may be required." 
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44. The extension of normal Club cover, however represents a notable coming of age for 

electronic commerce. It is hoped that this paper has demonstrated that the underlying legal 

mechanisms of the DSUA are worthy of the trust reposed in them by the Clubs, and by 

those members and others who are now making use of them. 

 

RUSSELL HARLING 

22 February 2011 

 

Holman Fenwick Willan 

Friar Court 

65 Crutched Friars 

London EC3N 2AE 

Russell.harling@hfw.com 
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The WCO 

Gareth Lewis

The WCO’s objective…

…to secure the highest degree of 

harmony and uniformity in 

Customs systems
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Europe

Americas

Asia Pacific

East and Southern 
Africa

North Africa, Near and 
Middle East

West and Central Africa

177 Members divided into 6 regions

responsible for processing 98% of international trade

Red

Yellow

Green

Maroon

Cyan

Magenta

Copyright © 2006 /2007 World Customs OrganizationCopyright © 2006 /2007 World Customs Organization

Key Challenges

Global financial crisis 

Doha Round stalemate 

Recurring natural disasters, terrorism,

piracy and trade recovery 

Environmental protection

IPR infringements 

Trans-national organized crime (eg: money laundering)

Food crisis

Displaced persons/people trafficking 
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Key Instruments

Customs in the 21st Century

Revised Kyoto Convention

SAFE Framework of Standards

Harmonized System

Istanbul Convention/ATA Carnets

Time Release Study

WCO Data Model 

Johannesburg Convention

Nairobi Declaration + many more!

Drivers for Electronic Processes

� Major collector of trade data

� Intercedes in every international trade transaction –

goods, people, means of transport, transport 

equipment

� Increase in volumes, decrease in human resources

� Highly e-enabled stakeholders – eg: express 

carrying industry, airlines, major brokers, big 

traders, Trans-National Enterprises

� C21 and Global Connectivity (GNC)

� Coordinated Border Management and Single Window
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E-Customs and e-BoLs

�Dematerialization of supporting documents

�WCO Data Model

�Single Window

�Dual role of marine BoL

Transport document (like AWB, Freight Notes)

Negotiability – proof of ownership, terms of trade (FOB etc) 

Telephone : +32 (0)2 209 93 00

gareth.lewis@wcoomd.org

www.wcoomd.org
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

WCO Publications Service                 WCO Information Service

publications@wcoomd.org                                information@wcoomd.org

Gareth LewisGareth Lewis
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Curricula Vitae 

 



THE CHAIRMAN 

Lindsay East 

 

Partner 

London 

T: 
+44 (0)20 3116 2905 (London) 

F: 
+44 (0)20 3116 3999 (London) 

E: 
lteast@reedsmith.com 
Vcard 

Lindsay was Head of the Shipping Group for six years.  

• "Outstanding reputation as a dry shipping expert "- Chambers 2010 
• "Nominated as one of the UK's top 20 shipping lawyers" - Legal 500, 

2009 
• "one of the 5 big hitters in shipping arbitration” - Legal Business 

Arbitration Report 2006 
• “hard to beat” and “widely commended for his charterparty\r\n and 

contractual work” - Chambers 2006 

His practice includes all aspects of dry shipping law in particular: 

• Charterparty disputes, both time charter, voyage charter and contracts 
of affreightment 

• Bill of Lading disputes 
• Sale and purchase disputes 
• Shipbuilding disputes acting for both Buyers and for yards 
• Drafting of long term charterparties, in particular LNG charters 
• Drafting and interpretation of Club Rules, and other insurance 

documents 
• War risk insurance 
• Marine insurance 

 

 



Representative Matters 

• Acted for a German shipyard in relation to a dispute in relation to six 
luxury yachts, the amounts at stake being in excess of Euros 350 
million 

• Acted on behalf of a substantial Japanese corporation involving the 
rejection of 11 newbuildings by a Buyer, the amount at stake being 
US$400 million 

• Acted for an Italian consortium in relation to the purchase, conversion 
and operation of an FSRU, the total budget being US$900 million 

• Acted for Charterers in an unsafe berth dispute in relation to an oil 
pollution incident where the amount involved was over US$50 million 

• Acted for Qatar charterers in the negotiation and drafting of six long 
term (30 years) LNG charters with two groups of Owners, including 
advising on the terms of the relevant shipbuilding contracts. 

• Acted on behalf of a P&I Club, defending a claim by 2,500 US seaman   
claiming asbestos-related diseases. 

• Acted on behalf of Shell in relation to a Management and Operation 
Agreement with QGTC involving 27 vessels, the amount involved being 
in excess of US$1 billion. 

• Successfully defended an application for an interim injunction brought 
by the claimant, Scan Shipping, to restrain our clients, APL, the 
Singapore shipping line, from serving a notice of termination under a 
Services Agreement. The case was complicated in that it involved a 
joint venture operating in four Nordic countries with the Services 
Agreement being governed by Singapore law, whereas the application 
was made in relation to an alleged breach of Heads of Agreement and 
a Shareholders Agreement that were subject to English law. The case 
was significant in that it involved the jurisdiction of the UK courts to 
intervene, under the UK Supreme Court Act in an arbitration 

Publications 

• Contributor, Mercantile Law – Lloyd’s of London Press, 2002 

Speeches / Presentations 

• Regularly lectures on shipping topics and has been a speaker at 
Richards Butler Seminar in Scandinavia on a number of occasions  

• Speaker at IBA Maritime Conference, Stamford, Connecticut, Spring 
2010  

• Speaker at MLA 2009, New York  
• Speaker at SeaAsia 2009 Conference, Singapore  
• Speaker at MLA 2008, New York  
• Speaker at MLA 2007, Sanibel Island  
• IQPC, Doha 2007  
• Speaker at SeaAsia 2007, Singapore  
• Speaker at MLA, New York 2007  
• Speaker at MLA, New York 2006  
• Speaker at MLAANZ 2006  



• IQPC LNG Conference, London 2006, organiser of all day workshop  
• Speaker at MLA, Scottsdale 2005 

 

Experience 

2007 Reed Smith 

1971 Richards Butler (combined with Reed Smith in 2007) 

Legal Education 

1970 MA, Oxford University, Jurisprudence 

Professional Admissions / Qualifications 

• England and Wales 
• Hong Kong 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE PANELLISTS 

 

Mark Holford 

Group Marketing Director - Thomas Miller & Co 

 

Career Summary 

Mark joined Thomas Miller after practising as a shipping solicitor.   

His varied career started in the Through Transport Club as a claims handler, 
eventually becoming its underwriting director.   

Since 1991 he has worked in a number of roles on a wide range of projects 
for the Group. 

Background 

• Member of the board of Thomas Miller & Co since 2009 
• Member of the board of ShipServ since 2009 (a Thomas Miller invested 

company) 
• Director of Chauncy Maples Malawi Trust since 2010 (leading project 

for Thomas Miller) 
• Joined Thomas Miller in 1978 
• Professional Qualification: Solicitor 
• Languages Spoken: French 

Special Experience 

• Introduction of the management of external legal services into Thomas 
Miller (2007-8) 

• Formulation of innovative information and IT strategies (1991-5) 
• Initiation of the deals that led to investments in ShipServ (2000) 

and Bolero (1995) 
• Creation of Dex, Thomas Miller's hull insurance business (1999) - now 

sold 

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7204 2350  

mark.holford@thomasmiller.com 
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Russell Harling – Holman Fenwick Willan 

 
Russell specialises in dry shipping and marine insurance, and regularly advises on 

arbitration law, sale of goods and law and jurisdiction disputes. He is a qualified 

barrister as well as a solicitor and formerly worked for one of the major P&I/FD&D 

clubs. 

 

Email: russell.harling@hfw.com 
 

********* 

Marina Comninos – Electronic Shipping Solutions 

 
General Counsel 

Marina started her legal career as a trainee solicitor with Clifford Chance in 1998. 

She qualified into the Maritime and International Trade Group in March 2000. Her 

areas of expertise include dispute resolution (including charter party, bills of lading 

and building contract disputes), commodities and international trade, and pollution 

regulation. In June 2005, Marina left Clifford Chance LLP to join Enterprises Shipping 

and Trading SA, managers of a fleet of over 70 vessels, as in-house legal counsel. 

Marina joined ESS on a part time basis in June 2006. 

 

Education 

Marina obtained a 2:1 in her bachelor degree in Government and Law from the 

London School of Economics and completed the Legal Practice Course with 

Distinction. In 1997, she obtained an LLM in Maritime Law from University College 

London with Distinction and was awarded the Derby/Bryce Prize in Law for obtaining 

the highest marks in the Faculty of Laws across the University of London. 

 

Professional Qualifications 

Marina is admitted to practice as a Solicitor in England and Wales. 

 

Associations 

Marina is a member of the Law Society of England and Wales. 
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Alexander Goulandris – Electronic Shipping Solutions 

Chief Executive Officer 

Alex started his career as a maritime lawyer with Holman Fenwick & Willan in 

London, Greece and Hong Kong. He then joined Freehill, Hogan & Mahar in New 

York, where his clients included many leading ship operators. In January 2003, Alex 

co-founded ESS with the aim of eliminating the significant inefficiencies resulting 

from the use of paper documentation in shipping and trade. He is primarily 

responsible for the company’s strategic direction. 

 

Education 

Alex holds a BSc in Chemistry and Law and a BA in Law, both from the University of 

Exeter, UK. He also completed the Legal Practice Course at The College of Law, UK 

and was awarded an MBA in Finance from The Wharton School, University of 

Pennsylvania, USA. 

 

Professional Qualifications 

Alex is admitted to the Supreme Court of England and Wales, the US Federal District 

Courts of the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York and the New York State 

Supreme Court. He is a UK member of the UNeDocs Development Board, the 

American Bar Association and the Law Society of England and Wales. 

 

Associations 

Alex is a Director of ESS-Databridge Exchange Limited and a member of SITPRO's 

eBusiness & Standards Policy Group. He is also a guest lecturer at the Maritime 

eCommerce elective, part of City University’s MSC Maritime course.  
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Gareth Lewis – World Customs Organization 

 
After a background in Economics at the University of Adelaide in South Australia, 

Gareth began his Customs career in Port Adelaide and spent several years learning 

the basic functions of trade regulation and security at several marine, air and land 

ports in that part of Australia.  

 



In subsequent years he worked in the Canberra Headquarters of Australian Customs 

and also as a senior manager in Melbourne, Australia's biggest port.  In 2006 he won 

selection to work in the Facilitation area of the WCO where his broad customs 

background has been put to good use. 
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